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SUMMARY 24 

In this paper, we present an in vitro and in situ protocol to repair a tendon gap of up to 1.5 cm by 25 

filling it with engineered collagen graft. This was performed by developing a modified suture 26 

technique to take the mechanical load until the graft matures into the host tissue. 27 

 28 

ABSTRACT  29 

Surgical management of large tendon defects with tendon grafts is challenging, as there are a 30 

finite number of sites where donors can be readily identified and used. Currently, this gap is filled 31 

with tendon auto-, allo-, xeno-, or artificial grafts, but clinical methods to secure them are not 32 

necessarily translatable to animals because of the scale. In order to evaluate new biomaterials or 33 

study a tendon graft made up of collagen type 1, we have developed a modified suture technique 34 

to help maintain the engineered tendon in alignment with the tendon ends. Mechanical 35 

properties of these grafts are inferior to the native tendon. To incorporate engineered tendon 36 

into clinically relevant models of loaded repair, a strategy was adopted to offload the tissue 37 

engineered tendon graft and allow for the maturation and integration of the engineered tendon 38 

in vivo until a mechanically sound neo-tendon was formed. We describe this technique using 39 

incorporation of the collagen type 1 tissue engineered tendon construct. 40 

 41 

INTRODUCTION  42 

Tendon rupture may occur due to extrinsic factors such as traumatic lacerations or excessive 43 

loading of the tendon. Due to the external tensile forces placed on a tendon repair, a gap 44 

tel:-


inevitably forms with most tendon repair techniques. Currently, tendon defects/gaps are filled 45 

with auto-, allo-, xeno- or artificial grafts, but their availability is finite, and the donor site is a 46 

source of morbidity.  47 

 48 

The tissue-engineered approach to fabricate tendon graft from a natural polymer such as 49 

collagen has the distinctive advantage of being biocompatible and can provide vital extracellular 50 

matrix (ECM) components that facilitate cell integration. However, due to a lack of fibrillar 51 

alignment, the mechanical properties of the engineered tendon (ET) are inferior to the native 52 

tendon. To increase mechanical properties of the weaker collagen, many methods have been 53 

used, such as physical cross-linking under vacuum, UV radiation, and dehydrothermal 54 

treatments1. Also, through chemical cross-linking with riboflavin, enzymatic and non-enzymatic 55 

methods increased collagen density and the Young’s modulus of the collagen in vitro2,3. However, 56 

by adding cross-linking agents, biocompatibility of the collagen is compromised, as studies have 57 

shown a 33% alteration in mechanical properties and 40% loss of cell viability3-5. Gradual 58 

accruement of alignment and mechanical strength can be obtained through cyclic loading6; 59 

however, this can be efficiently acquired in vivo7. 60 

 61 

For ET to integrate in vivo and acquire strength without the need for chemical alteration, one 62 

approach would be to use a stabilizing suture technique to hold the weaker construct in place. 63 

Most tendon repairs rely on the suture design to hold tendon ends together; hence modification 64 

of these existing techniques could provide a logical solution8,9.  65 

 66 

Until the 1980s, 2-strand repairs were widely used, but recent surgical literature describes the 67 

use of 4 strands, 6 strands or even 8 strands in repair10,11. In 1985, Savage described 6-strand 68 

suture techniques with 6 anchor points, and it was significantly stronger than the Bunnell suture 69 

technique that uses 4 strands 12. Also, 8-strand repairs are 43% stronger than other strands in 70 

cadaver and in situ models, but these repairs are not widely practiced as it becomes technically 71 

difficult to reproduce the repairs accurately13-16. Therefore, a greater number of core suture 72 

strands relates to a proportional increase in biomechanical properties of the repaired tendon. 73 

However, there is a loss of cell viability around the suture points, and trauma from excessive 74 

suturing can be to the detriment of the tendon, which can compromise tendon healing17. Suture 75 

techniques should provide a strong geometric repair that is balanced and relatively inelastic to 76 

minimize tendon gapping after repair. In addition, the location of the suture and its knots have 77 

to be strategically placed in order for them not to interfere with gliding, blood supply and healing 78 

until accruement of adequate strength has been obtained10,18. 79 

 80 

To establish feasibility to secure weaker ET graft or other graft material in between ruptured 81 

tendon, we have developed a novel suture technique that can offload the graft so that it can 82 

mature and gradually integrate into the host tissue in vivo. 83 

 84 

PROTOCOL: 85 

 86 

Note: Experiment design and ethical approval were obtained from UCL Institutional Review Board 87 

(IRB). All experiments were carried out as per regulation of Home Office and guidelines of Animals 88 



(scientific procedure) Act 1986 with revised legislation of European Directive 2010/63/EU (2013). 89 

Rabbits were inspected by a named veterinary surgeon (NVS) periodically and twice in a day by a 90 

named animal care and welfare officer (NACWO) (As per guidelines and regulations of Home 91 

office). They did not show any sign of pain until they were euthanized. 92 

 93 

1. Preparation of Tissue Engineered Tendon (ET) Graft  94 

 95 

1.1. To fabricate the collagen hydrogel, add 4 mL of rat tail collagen type 1 monomeric collagen 96 

solution (2.15 mg/mL in 0.6% acetic acid with 0.2% w/v of total protein) and 500 µL of 10x 97 

Minimal Essential Medium. Neutralize this by titrating against 5 M and 1 M sodium hydroxide 98 

and add 500 µL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM).  99 

 100 

1.2. Pour 5 mL of this solution into a custom built rectangular metal mold (33 mm × 22 mm × 10 101 

mm, 120 g weight) (Figure 1). Keep the mold in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 15 102 

minutes to allow matrix assembly19. 103 

 104 

2. Fabrication of the Graft 105 

 106 

2.1.  After polymerization, remove the collagen hydrogel from the mold and place in a standard 107 

plastic compression assembly (Figure 2A)19.  108 

 109 

2.2. Place the collagen hydrogel in between two 50 µm nylon mesh sheets and apply a static load 110 

of 120 g (total surface area 7.4 cm2, which is a pressure equivalent to 1.6 kPa) for 5 minutes to 111 

remove interstitial fluid from the hydrogel (Figure 2A). Use four layers of filter paper to absorb 112 

the discharged fluid from hydrogels.  113 

 114 

2.3. Use four layers of compressed gels rolled on top of each other (Figure 2B) and cut into 15 115 

mm segments (Figure 2C) to fabricate the ET.  116 

 117 

Note: New Zeland white male rabbits of age 16 - 25 weeks were used in the experiments.  118 

 119 

2.4. Sedate animals with an intramuscular (i.m.) dose of Hypnorm (0.3 mg/mL) and euthanize by 120 

administering an overdose of pentobarbitone. 121 

 122 

2.5. Immediately after euthanasia, trim the hair on both hind legs. Then with a size 20 surgical 123 

blade, make a 9 cm incision around the inferior tibiofibular area to expose the tibialis posterior 124 

(TP) tendon.  125 

 126 

2.6. With the same sized surgical blade, excise lapine TP tendons with an average length of 70 127 

mm and keep moist in PBS during the experimental process to avoid drying. 128 

 129 

3. Developed Novel Tenorrhaphy Technique  130 

 131 



Note: The sutures (see Table of Materials) are non-absorbable and made from an isotactic 132 

crystalline stereoisomer of polypropylene, which is a synthetic linear polyolefin. The core 133 

interlocking sutures were mainly consisting of 3-0 and the peripheral sutures were 6-0. These 134 

were the two main sutures used in all experiments. 135 

 136 

3.1. With a surgical blade, cut the TP tendon at the midpoint. Excise a 15 mm segment of the 137 

tendon from the middle of the tendon and replace it with the ET collagen graft (Figure 2D). 138 

Interlock the 3-0 suture proximally away from native tendon ends (Figure 3A).  139 

 140 

3.2. Pass the 3-0 core sutures above the entire length of the graft and interlock distally away from 141 

the cut end.  142 

 143 

3.3.  Secure both ends of the ET to the native tendon with 6-0 and continuous running sutures 144 

around the periphery by coupling two tendon ends (Figure 3B). This is done so that the graft can 145 

be moved easily on the suture by placing tension on the native tendon20. 146 

 147 

3.4. After securing the suture as described above, manually ensure that the tension on the 148 

sutures is appropriate and that there is no flaccidity in the entirety of the suture.  149 

 150 

REPRESENTATIVE RESULTS  151 

We have used collagen grafts fabricated from type I collagen, as this is the predominant protein 152 

found in the tendon. It constitutes almost 95% of total collagen in the tendon; hence, collagen 153 

has exhibited all ideal properties for mimicking tendon in vivo 21,22. 154 

 155 

In this study, the type I collagen used was extracted from rat tail tendon and dissolved in the 156 

acetic acid (2.15 mg/mL). To polymerize this collagen, it was neutralized with sodium hydroxide 157 

in vitro, which formed non-cross-linked anisotropic collagen fibrils. This hydrogel contains 98% 158 

fluid and could mimic living tissue in vivo within 20 minutes during fabrication23. However, this 159 

hydrogel is mechanically weak; therefore, to increase mechanical properties, we have developed 160 

a method for rapid compression of collagen hydrogel by a technique known as ‘plastic 161 

compression’, where the degree of compression is directly proportional to the applied weight on 162 

the top and released fluid from the fluid leaving surface (FLS) 19 . 163 

 164 

Spiral rolling of this graft increases its mechanical properties19, but the graft remains significantly 165 

weaker than the native tendon. To address this issue, we have developed a novel modified suture 166 

technique by placing suture points, not at the edge of ruptured tendons but proximally and 167 

distally away. Thus, the strength of the repair is on the sutures and suture points and not on the 168 

mechanically weaker tendon graft. 169 

 170 

To demonstrate the functionality of the developed novel suture technique, a lapine TP tendon 171 

was excised. The gap was filled with a 15 mm long tendon graft secured with 6-0 sutures, and 3-172 

0 interlocked sutures were placed at 70 mm to act as load barriers (Figure 3A). The mean break 173 

strength of repair was 50.62 ± 8.17 N, which was significantly higher (p < 0.05) than that of the 174 

control Kessler repair of 12.49 ± 1.62 N (Figure 4A). Hence, core suture length and their 175 



interlocking away from the tendon ends significantly influence resistance of the tendon and the 176 

repairs from failing at higher magnitude forces24,25.  177 

 178 

This resistance was inadequate in the control repairs which caused early repair failure and strain 179 

failure of more than 20% on the tendon. However, this is a physiological anomaly, as tendons in 180 

vivo are never subject to 20% strain due to there not being enough space for a tendon to extend 181 

that much; therefore to test feasibility of the suture technique in vivo models, we have 182 

performed repair in situ and calculated a mean break strength of 24.60 ± 3.92 N, which is 183 

significantly higher than the control mean break strength of 13.98 ± 2.26 N (Figure 4B). 184 

 185 

FIGURES AND TABLE LEGENDS  186 

 187 

Figure 1: Neutralized collagen hydrogel (pH 7.4) (pink color) cast in the stainless steel mold. Gel 188 

was allowed to remain in a CO2 incubator at 37 °C for 20 minutes for fibrillogenesis to occur. The 189 

scale bar is shown at the bottom. 190 

 191 

Figure 2: Plastic compression process. (A) The collagen hydrogel placed in between nylon 192 

meshes with a constant static load of 120 grams applied. Drained fluid was absorbed by four 193 

layers of filter paper. The arrow shows the fluid leaving surface (FLS) for the gel. (B) Four layers 194 

of compressed collagen sheets were rolled along the axis to form ‘engineered tendon’ (ET). (C) 195 

The section of ET was cut into 15 mm segments to mimic tendon. (D) The tendon defect was 196 

created in the native tendon (NT) by excising a 15 mm segment of the posterior tibial tendon, 197 

and the defect was filled with ET. This panel was modified from previous work26. 198 
 199 

Figure 3: (A) Tendon defect was filled with ET and secured with 6-0 sutures, and the 3-0 200 

interlocking four strand suture technique was performed passing above graft in the 30 mm 201 

region. Block arrow shows the starting point for the suture and the blank arrow shows the end 202 

point of the suture. This panel was modified from previous work26. (B) Feasibility of performing 203 

developed suture technique in a space inside lapine model (in situ).  204 

 205 

Figure 4: Mechanical strength. (A) A mechanical test output of the repair and (B) in situ 206 

mechanical test output (Error bars = SD; *p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction). 207 

This panel was modified from previous work26. 208 

 209 

DISCUSSION  210 

In this study, tissue engineered type I collagen grafts was chosen as a tendon graft because 211 

collagen is a natural polymer and used as a biomaterial for various tissue engineering 212 

applications27,28
. Also, tendon collagen constitutes 60% of the dry mass of tendon, out of which 213 

95% is type 1 collagen 21,29-32. For successful engraftment to occur, mechanical properties of the 214 

graft should ideally match the native tendon33; however, with current engineering techniques, 215 

the mechanical properties of ET (4.41 N) are significantly inferior to the native tendon (NT) 216 

(261.08 N)33. It is proposed that this is due to the highly organized hierarchical arrangement of 217 

collagen fibril in the native tendon, which remains a challenge to engineer and match its 218 

mechanical properties34. We have tried to increase the density of the ET matrix by applying a 219 



static weight of compression to the collagen hydrogel33; however, the architectural complexity 220 

from which the tendon acquires its strength is more intricate. Methods to accrue mechanical 221 

strength arguably are best attained in vivo, where the host biological processes can act on the 222 

remodelling of the extracellular matrix. Therefore, in this study, another strategy was adopted to 223 

modify the current suture technique as post tendon repair; the mechanical strength of the 224 

repaired tendon graft is entirely dependent on the suture technique8,9. Hence, by modifying 225 

existing suture techniques, we can offload the engineered tendon graft until cell and ECM 226 

induced remodelling occurs as a new approach. 227 

 228 

To date, there are various suture techniques available to repair the tendon, none of which is a 229 

gold standard; however, the modified Kessler suture technique is widely used to repair tendons 230 

because it is less obstructive and damaging to tendons35,36. The flexor digitorum profundus 231 

muscle tendon of lambs, when sutured with the 6-strand Savage technique, was reported to have 232 

a break strength of 51.3 N, but when a modified Kessler suture technique was used, the break 233 

strength was 69.0 N7. However, in this study, when the tendon gap of 15 mm was filled with ET 234 

and repaired with Modified Kessler suture technique, the repair failed at an early stage with a 235 

break strength of 12.49 N (Figure 4). This low value makes the technique clinically irrelevant. 236 

Similar findings have been reported by De Wit et al. in a porcine flexor repair tendon model, 237 

suggesting that Kessler repair failed at suture rupture by reducing gapping by 15% as compared 238 

to cruciate repair, where gapping is reduced by 87% and repair failed at suture pull-out38. Thus, 239 

there is a need for another strong suture technique, which could hold mechanically weaker ET in 240 

place.  241 

 242 

A novel modified suture technique was developed by using four core sutures over the entire 243 

length of the ET and above the opposite tendon. These sutures were interlocked onto the suture 244 

material itself at some distance away from each tendon end. This is mainly because it has been 245 

reported that putting suture knots at equal distance and equal load sharing tension on all suture 246 

strands increases their mechanical properties39. A balanced repair can also be achieved by 247 

keeping a continuous suture, and staggering the repair to allow for compression at the repair 248 

site40.  249 

 250 

In this study, 3-0 sutures were used for outer interlocked sutures considering that rabbit TP 251 

tendon has a length, width and thickness of 62.4 mm, 5 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. 6-0 sutures 252 

were used to hold the ET in place. Although we have tried other absorbable suture materials, it 253 

would not be appropriate as they become weaker over a period in vivo41. A primary reason 254 

polypropylene sutures was selected is because they are a monofilament as well as non-255 

absorbable and they do not cause structural or tensional modifications under load42. We tested 256 

all sutures from 2-0 to 7-0, but 3-0 and 6-0 were found to be ideal candidates for our experiments 257 
26. 258 

 259 

The primary reason for using 4 strand repair was to avoid excessive damage to ruptured tendon 260 

ends with a greater number of suture strands as it has been reported that a normal surgical 261 

suture in a tendon results in the formation of an acellular region43. It has been hypothesized that 262 

this is due to the cells migrating out from the compressive load that is put on the tendon, and 263 



normally these cells are subject to tensile loading17. This migration of cells away from the suture 264 

could then cause weakening of the matrix as there is a paucity of cells to maintain and turnover 265 

the matrix, which could cause early tendon failure17. We can use more strands of sutures that 266 

are biomechanically twice as strong (ex vivo) than 4-strand sutures11,12,44,45; however, these 267 

repairs are not widely practiced and their clinical limitations are currently being evaluated13-16. 268 

 269 

The placement of the suture knot is important but there are arguments for and against 270 

externalizing the suture. Having the suture on the outer surface can potentially snag against 271 

structures like tendon pulleys and reduce glide. In a study, the areas where suture knots are 272 

placed inside illustrated a decrease in gliding resistance compared with the Kessler repair, which 273 

has suture knots outside46. Studies conducted in the canine model concluded that at a higher 274 

magnitude of the force, fewer suture knots located outside the repair and away from the tendon 275 

ends had survived compared with those located inside the repair47,48. However, internalizing the 276 

knot potentially reduces the contact surface of the healing tendon. There is also the 277 

consideration that tissue damage arises from the suture needle piercing the tendon and the 278 

greater number of passes relates to the increased tendon trauma49.  279 

 280 

To secure ET in between the tendon gap, a standard of running sutures50 along the edge of the 281 

tendon and ET was performed. This was done because there was a need for peripheral sutures 282 

that are strong enough to hold the ET in place in the initial phase of healing until cell and ECM 283 

induced remodelling could occur50. The major problem was the variation in the mechanical 284 

properties of the NT and ET, which could result in early gap formation although the ET was stress 285 

shielded. On the other hand, applying a more secure technique such as horizontal mattress 286 

intrafiber sutures51, Halsted continuous horizontal mattress sutures52,53, cross stitch 287 

epitendinous repair techniques54-57 or running lock sutures58,59 would have ruptured ET as it is 288 

fragile. Thus, we chose running sutures as a peripheral suture technique which is simple and holds 289 

the ET intact in all directions. 290 

 291 

From a tissue engineering perspective, we need to study whether this method can be used to fill 292 

a tendon gap greater than 1.5 cm. To use this graft in human clinical trials, we need to further 293 

investigate the immunological response to the xenogeneic source of collagen although this can 294 

be achieved by developing clinical grade collagen. The protocol described herein establishes the 295 

feasibility of the developed suture technique within available anatomical spaces in a porcine 296 

lapine model. This developed suture technique has suture points proximally and distally 297 

equidistance away from ruptured tendon ends so that engineered tendon graft could be off 298 

loaded. Hence, it could mature and integrate in vivo. 299 

 300 
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